Absfrad-The throughput of AIMD protocols in general and important source for delay variability. A situation that adds to of TCP in particular, has heen computed in many existing works hy modeling the round-trip time as a constant and thus replacing the round-trip time by its expectation. There are however many variability in the delays is when a TCp connection has lower priority with respect to other connections which have highly variable transmission rate. Such a situation occurs in UMTS ,)f the round-trip time. M~~~ typical renarim occur in wiEler5 where data packets are most frequently transmitted over shared and mobile networks. We oroocxe in this oaner an analvtical channels (the FASH and RASH channels) in which hicher in whiell tile delays e,f packets vary, a . .
I. INTRODLICTION
In computing the throughput of long-lived AIMD connections (and of TCP connections in particular), existing analytical models do not take into account moments of the delay other than the first one. In a recent paper [7] . it was observed however that the variability of this quantity impacts the throughput performance. In [7] _ a model is proposed which is partly analytical and partly empirical: it uses as parameters the probabilities of having a single. a double and a triple loss event. which should be inferred from the trace; it is through these parameters that the variability of delay is accounted for.
Then in the rest of the derivation there. delays are replaced by their expectations.
Paths with high variability of delay are common in communication networks, and are typical to wireless networks [7] .
Here are some examples of scenarios where the delays of packets can vary. First consider the High Data Rate (HDRj systems. The distribution of delays for these systems is described in [13] . HDR is a Qualcomm proposed CDMA air interface standard (3Glx-EVDO) for supporting high speed asymmeuical data. In HDR. the reason for variability of delay is the fact that the (link layer) packet to be transmitted is chosen dynamically among various connections. according to the channel that has the best state. Another source of delay variation nn wireless links is ARQ (at the link level): ARQ can add considerable delay during retransmission, especially on geostationary satellite links where the propagation delay is large. The mobility of users in a mobile network is also an .
priority is given to control packets. The delays of packets are also variable because of queuing time in routers. Generally speaking. the variability of delay is a common phenomenon in communication networks. and its consideration in the analytical models for AIMD protocols is important.
We propose in this paper a model for the performance of a window-based AIMD mechanism in presence of variable delay. The model is based on stochastic difference equations. We provide closed-form expressions for the moments of the window size in steady state. as well as for the throughput of the mechanism. The model is validated with simulations using the TCP protocol. which has features of an AIMD policy in its steady state [lo] .
One of the key results of our paper is that the performance we obtain when considering the variability of delay is better than the one we obtain when we assume the delay to be constant and thus replacing the delay by its average. This result is very important since it means that actual models for TCP which only consider the mean delay, underestimate the performance of the protocol in environments where the packet delay is variable. Underestimating the performance of AIMD protocols may have a serious impact on the dimensioning of networks. and on the development of TCP-friendly multimedia applications.
In the next section we present our model. then we derive the expectation of its stationary window size in Section III.
The analysis of the throughput and of its dependence on delay variability follow in Sections 1V and V. Section VI validates our analytical results using ns-2 [ l l ] simulations. and Section VI1 ends the paper with some concluding remarks.
THEMODEL
We consider systems for which the loss model at the packet level can be described by a homogeneous Poisson process independent of the window size and of the round-trip time (R'IT). The average rate of loss events is A. A loss event in our case corresponds to the loss of a packet. The Poisson assumption is made to make the analysis tractable. It is a good approximation when packets of the AIMD connection under consideration are lost in the network by other factors that congestion induced by the connection itself, for example when the connection crosses many routers with exogenous traffic [?I, or when it crosses wireless links with transmission errors.
Our model studies a general window-based Ruid AIMD mechanism. It applies to the TCP protocol when the window size is large enough so that the packet nature of TCP is diluted. The specification of our model to TCP will be described throughout the text. The TCP protocol will be used at the end of the paper for the validation of our results. Recall that a TCP connection in its steady state. and in the absence of timeouts and limitation on the throughput caused by the receiver window. can he seen as an AIMD protocol. where the congestion window increases by a constant factor every roundtrip time. and where it is divided multiplicatively in presence of loss events [I] . [IO] . In particular. a TCP connection where the receiver acknowledges every packet. increases its congestion window by one packet every round-trip time. and dividcs its window by two when a packet loss is detected.
The Reno version dividcs its window by two for every packet loss [SI. The Newreno and SACK versions do not divide their windows by more than two in il round-trip time. regardless of the number of packet losses during the round-trip time [SI. We modcl both versioris in tliis paper. while giving a particular attention to new versi(?iis 3s Ncwreno and SACK.
A. Stodiosric rmir.\iw q i m i o i i s
We model thc variable delayir;ue 1p:iih as follows. We consider some sequence of instants T,, and define the nth interval as [T,~.'T,+l) . Let R,, = TntI -T,, be its duration.
R, models the sequence of round-trip times seen by the A N D control mechanism. We consider the window size Wn at the " e n d of the 11th interval. IV,, is the window size just before instant T,,+l. R,, is some stationary ergodic sequence of random variables. The window is a real number and is Let R ' ( s ) := lE[exp(-sR,)] denote the Laplace Stieltjes transform of R,, (defined for Rr(s) 2 0). We consider some additive constant (f > 0. and we assume that in the absence of loss. it takes K,, time to the AIMD protocol to increase the window size by ,O. i.e..
.measured without loss of generality in terms of packets. l,r;"tl = Ir;" + 5.
For example. on a long-lived TCP connection operating in congestion avoidance without the delayed ACK feature, we could take !3 = 1. in which case R, would correspond to a (random) round-trip time (as the window size of TCP increases by roughly one packet every round-uip time). Even though we frequently consider K,, as being the round-trip time. our model does not require that. and other definitions of R,, are possible. Another definition of R, might be useful for congestion control mechanisms other than TCP.
We study now the dynamics of the window size when losses occur. Deline Z, = 1 if at least one loss occurred during IT, ~ T,,+I) and Z, 0 otherwise. and set z,, = 1 -Z,. Note that P ( Z , = 0 ) = E[exp(-XR,)]=R*(X).
(1)
Consider now that at least one loss occurs during [T,:T,+t) . Then the window size at the end of the (nf 1)th interval is
where Y,, is a random multiplicative factor that allows to account for cases where the multiplicative decrease of the AIMD mechanism is a function of the number of loss events that occur during the nth interval. Later. we will detail on this issue. and provide the expression for yo in the case of TCP.
Our dynamics can be interpreted as a simplified model for AIMD in which the multiplicative decrease occurs at the end of the round-trip time. Time interval R,, ends with a window size equal to Wn, and time interval R,+, starts by a window size equal to 7,,IV,,. to end with a window size equal to I,l,.ntl. By dividing the window at the end of the round-trip time. we better model the fact that losses are not detected instantaneously.
Using the above two expressions for the case of no loss and for the case of at least one loss. we obtain the following dynamics:
where -'4,, = 2, + T,&Z,, = 1 + Z"(% -1) = -ja+Zn(I--jn).
(3)
(2) is known as a stochastic recursive equation. see [I] , [3] .
[51. [6] . [9] . The loss process is assumed to be Poisson. hence it is independent of Moreover. for any integer r?_ the loss process after time '7, does not depend on W j : j 5 n. Then.
4, is stationary ergodic.
Similar recursive equations have been used in the past to analyze the throughput of TCP and of TCP-friendly applications,
The special feature of our present model is that A,, is random and'depends on R,. Another feature is that the increase in the window size between instants IT,,} is constant. and is independent of the duration of round-trip times.
Our model cm be easily specified to TCP. The process R,, versions of TCP as Newreno and SACK divide their windows by two whether there is one or more loss events in a roundtrip time. For these later versions. -jn is constant equal to one half. Our model does not account for some TCP mechanisms as the slow start phase. the timeouts. the receiver window. and so on. Our objective is not to provide an accurate model for TCP. but rather to illusuate the impact of delay variability on protocols implementing the AIMD mechanism. TCP is a typical example of such protocols. For accurate models of TCP that consider some of the non AIMD features (but that do not consider the variability of delay). we refer to [?I. [l? ].
STATIONARY WINDOW SIZE AXALYSIS
We begin by computing the stationary distribution and moments of the window. size at times T,. We also compute time average quantities. The throughput of the AIMD mechanism is then given in the next section for the case when the sequence {Rn} models the round-trip times.
Concerning the process Rr1. we consider two cases: {R,,} are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed). and { R,>} are Markov correlated. In the i.i.d. case. we obtain closedform expressions for the throughput and lor the moments o i the window size. In the Markov correlated case. we obtain linear equations that can be solved for the moments of the window size and for the throughput.
A. Window size at rimes T,,
Applying Theorem 2.A of [91 for which the conditions are easily checked. we get: 77irorem I : There exists a unique stationary ergodic process IV; that satisfies the same recursion ( 2 ) as l,V,,: and that is defined on the same probability space as (W", '4"). For any initial value WO_ lini,,,, IW,, -IV;l -0 and lV,, converges to in distribution. W: has the explicit form:
?=ti \1=,1-3 ) To simplify the exposition 01 the analysis. we consider hereafter that the system is in its stationary regime at time t = 0. First, we present the results for the case when the random variables {R,,} are i i d . Then. we explain how to compute the moments of 1 '
; ;
in the case the prncess {R7,} is Markov correlated. Through the analysis. we consider two values of -j,z: A1.i: The AIMD protocol decreases the window size by a constant factor 7 . independently of the number of losses during the round trip time (provided there is at least one). This models the new versions of TCP as Newreno and SACK [SI.
Al.ii: The AIMD protocol decreases its window by a constant factor -j for every loss: which gives i,, = ~j~" .
N,,
denotes the number of packets lost in round-trip time R,,. This can be assumed to model old versions of TCP as Reno [SI. In contrast to new versions. the Reno version of TCP can divide its window by more than two in a round-trip time depending on the numher of packets lost and the position of these losses in the congestion window. I ) Z7ie i.i.d case: Taking expectation in (2); we get in the stationary regime: This is the average window size sampled just before time TI (end of time interval Ro). We give in the following the expression of E [W;] for the two particular values of 70 cited in A1.i and A l i i . Under A1.i we have E [ A , ) ] = y + R ' ( X ) ( I -y) Hence.
whereas under A l i i we have-for L = 0: 1: 2: ...I so that =R*(X(l -7 ) ) .
2 ) 7hr correlared case: We model here the correlation that may exist among {R"}. We explain how to compute the moments of the window size in presence of such correlation. where Ajj = acPti, Ut = r i p and g = { I C ? } . We may obviously assume that at least for some i_ rii < 1 (for either A1.i or Alii). Hence A is a suictly sub-stochastic matrix and its largest eigenvalue is strictly smaller than one. Hence, Equation (6) .+=R,'(X(l-?.)).
B. Winclon, size at random time
For the completeness of the study. we compute in this section the expectation in the stationary regime of the pmcess I,V(t) of the window size. The time average window size. is equivalent to the average numher of packets in the network at random time. Using Palm calculus. this is given by
To sum the window size between Ti and Tj (heginning and end of round-trip time RI). we make the following assumption:
A-2 the^ window size grows linearly during the interval [T,t;'Tn+i) with rate ,8/Rn, and only at the end ofthe interval, the window size will decrease if there has been a loss during the interval.
Under A? we have, 2) The correlated case: We consider the same model for R, as that in Section III-A.?. Our problem is to compute EIRl.lOllj]. We condition on the state of the Markov chain at TO. This gives.
The tui can be obtained by solving the system of N linear equations in Section 111-A.2. The o.& are given in (7) and (8) for cases A1.i and A l i i . We put everything together. which gives
IV. THROUGHPUT A N D SQUARE-ROOT FOR.MULA
We compute in this section the throughput of the AIMD mechanism. In the case of i.i.d. round-trip times, we can ohtain a nice closed-form expression that relites the throughput of an AIMD mechanism like TCP to the packet loss ratio p-and that accounts for the variability of the delay, not simply its average value as in previous models. In the case of correlated roundtrip times. we compute the throughput numerically.
A window-based Row control mechanism transmits a win- It is clear from (9) that the throughput of an AIMD mechanism changes with the variability ofthe round-trip time. This change is caused by the term E [A0] in the denominator of S. In the next section. we will study the relation beiween this term and the variability of the delay. and in consequence the rePation hetween the variability of the delay and the throughput. The analysis that follows holds for AI .i. which is the case when the AIMD mechanism divides its window independently of the number of packets lost in the round-trip time. Under A1.i. we have Let us establish the relation between the throughput and the packet loss r a~o . Such relation is usually used while modeling the TCP protocol. It is well known in the networking community that the throughput of a long-lived TCP connection 0-7803-8355-9/C4620.00 OZOM IEEE.
(at least in the steady phase where there are no timeouts. no slow-start phases. and no limitation caused by the receiver window) is inversely proportional to the square-root of the packet loss ratio. and to the average round-trip time [ Let p denote the packet loss ratio. As before. X denotes the average rate of loss events. The expressions of TCP throughput in the literature are derived in the case when a packet loss results in a division of the window size. p is not the packet loss probability, but rather the prnbability that a packet loss results in a division of the window size. Recall that we are working under A1.i. This requires to compute the average rate of loss events that result in a division of the window size. Denote this average rate by A' 5 A. This average rate is equal ' 10, Another expression of A' is A' = p S . By equating these two expressions, we obtain
-%?(A)

= E [ R , ] p S
We substitute this expression in (IO) . which yields This relation is very interesting since it tells LIS that in an environment where the delay is variable_ the throughput is always inversely proportional to the average round-trip time and to the square root o f p . The impact of delay variability on the throughput figures in p. This probability represents how many times the window of the AIMD mechanism is divided. The average loss rate X represents how many packets are lost. The mapping between packet losses and window divisions is dependent. not only on the average round-trip time. but also on its variability. This issue has been addressed in [7] , and the probability p has been computed empirically. An interesting result of OUT model is that it provides a closed-form expression for computing p. without doing measurements. Indeed. if we know the rate of loss events X and the distribution of roundt i p times. and if round-trip times are i.i.d.. we can compute 1) as
(1 -R ' ( , \ ) ) 2 I .
: ,
This expression of p only holds for A1.i. which models new versions of TCP (Newreno. SACK) that d o not divide their windows more than once per round-trip time. regardless of the number of packets lost. It does not hold for A l i i .
Indeed. under A l i i . every packet lost results in a division of the congestion window. and so p = X I S . By substituting in (9) . we get This is an implicit equation in S. The square root relation between S and p does not hold in this context.
The square root formula for TCP throughput we present in this section suzgests one more thing. If the probability p with which a TCP packet causes a division of the congestion window is constant independent of the round-trip time. the throughput of new TCP versions as Newreno and SACK will depend on the round-trip time only through its average. and so the existing models in the literature hold in this case.
The existing models do not hold in the other cases since the distribution of round-trip times is to he considered.
V. D E P E N D E N C E OF THROUGHPUT ON DELAY VARIABILITY
The analysis we present in this section is done under A1.i for i i d . round-trip times. It also holds under A l i i for i.i.d.
round-trip times. At the end of the section. we comment on the validity of the result for any stationay ergodic process of round-trip times.
We study here the impact of variahility of delay on the expected window size and on the throughput. We consider the expectation of the window size just before times T,. As we saw above. the throughput of the AIMD mechanism. S. is proportional to the expected window size. so studying one of the two quantities is equivalent to studying the other.
Using our above results. we conclude the following: 771eurerri 2: Consider two AIMD systems having the same loss process and the same average delay. Both systems are identical. Let R, and ET, be their round-trip times and suppose them to be i.i.d. Denote R*(X) = E [exp(-AR,,) ] and %*(A) = E [exp(-AEn)]. Assume that R*(X) 2 X*(X). (11) Let IV,, iresp. v,) be the window process corresponding to -R, (resp. R,,,) . The throughputs ofthe two systems are S and S. We have the following.
Proof:
The proof easily follows from ( 5 ) and i IO).
rn
We explain now the relation between ( I 1) and the variability of round-trip times. A popular measure of variability nf random variables is the convex increasing stochastic order. We say that the variable R, is larger than the variable B,, in the convex increasing order (or more variable) if for any convex increasing function h. we - have E[h(R,,) ] 2 E [ h ( H , , ) ] . We denote this by R, 2,,,, R,, R * ( p S ( l -a/) ))
Remark 3: Either one of the following is a sufficient cons = dition for (1 I):
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-(i) H,, >co2,,: &. or (ii) Let R be a constant and let R = R, 5 E [E,,] .
The first property ensures that the variability of I?,, is larger than that ofRi,. If it is the case, the condition (11) is satisfied and the throughput of the AlMD mechanism in presence of R, is larger than the one in presence ofzn. The second property, combined with Theorem 2. implies that if we replace delays by their expectations. the throughput of an AlMD mechanism decreases. Our main result is then: the larger tlie variabilin u j the i l d u~, . the bener the thrortghpttr of AIMD niechanisins in grnerul. mid of TCP in purliailur: A related result has been liund in 121. but in another context. [?I shows that the larger the variability oC times between loss events. the better is the throughput of TCP, Consider always the case of i.i.d. round-trip times. When the average time between packet losses is large compared to the average round-trip time, the i.i.d. case converges to the constant round-trip time case. Indeed. in (10). the term R ' ( X ) can then he approximated by the first two terms of the Taylor expansion. that is by 1 -XE [Hn] . This leads to a throughput S = p/((l~ -y)XE2 [K,,]) , which equals what we obtain i n h e constant round-trip time case. The variability of he round-&p time in this case has almost no impact on the throughput. and the round-trip time can be safely substituted by its average. Thus. models assuming constant round-trip times hold in the case of i.i.d. round-uip times that are on average small compared to times between loss events. In all other cases where thc dclay wries 011 time scales of the order of the average time bet\ II packet losses. a model as the one we propose iii this paper is rcquircd.
VI. NUMERICAL KESI;LTS
A. Siiiirrlurutl scrnurio
Instead of creating an artificial model for a variable delay.
we preferred to simulate a realistic scenario that induces a large variability in the delay. We use the ns-2 simulator [ I l l to study the scenario depicted in Fig. 1 . Each simulation is run for 2000 simulation seconds. The TCP source starts at time t = 0 and the ON-OFF source starts at time t = 3 secs. A Poisson ON-OFF source is attached to node n1. and a Newreno TCP source is attached to node n?. The lengths of ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed and are set to the same average value. During ON periods. packets are sent .according to a Poisson process.
The link between nodes i i ? and Hr. which is called los.~! ../ink. drips packets according to a Poisson process. The packet loss.rate in the lossy link is equal to X packet-Iossesisecond. The SimpleIntServ queue at the input of node R I is a 2-level priority queue. where packets from the ON-OW source get higher priority. The scenario is configured in a way such that there are no congestion losses in the network (this is done by setting a large buffer at the input to the bottleneck link). Our objective is to validate the model in presence of a loss process independent of the window size.
._I AgenWTCPSinWDelAck Fig. I . ' h e simulated topolosy 
B. Rrsrrlts
The different assumptions on the round-trip time process we make for comparing the performance of the three analytical models are:
Only the mean RTT value is considered when computing TCP throughput. This means in particular that we ignore the variability and correlation of round-trip time samples. Since our simulations are run with the Newreno version bf TCP. this corresponds to case A1 -A'.;. So. throughput is computed using the following expression:
with 13 = 0.5 (since the delayed ACK feature is used)
The whole RTT distrihutiiin is considered when computing TCP's throughput. but the correlation is ignored. RlTs are thus considered to be i.i.d. Equation (10) is used for computing the throughput and the Laplace-Stieltjes uansform in this equation is evaluated using all RTT measurements instead of just using the mean RTT.
The correlated case or Markov case. The throughput is computed in the following way.
-We first use a simple empirical approach to model RTT as heing modulated hy a two state (ON-OFF) Markov chain. This is done by associating large RTT values to an ON state and small values to an OFF state. and then computing the empirical transition rates between the states of the modulating chain. More precisely. we sort in ascending order the RTT values. then choose a sample subset to be the O W state (the lowest RTT values) and thc rest of the samples are considered the ON state. 'fie ON state is chosen from the point where the ordered R l T process increases very fast (generally. the ON state is taken above the first 85% samples of the ordered RlT process). Fig. 2 shows a typical RTT trace and the corresponding ordered R l T process (helow). So. in this case. the R l T process is considered to be in A typical RTT process and the ordered RTT process for dsciding the ON state starting from about the sample numbei 9600 on the ordered RTT process.
-By analyzing the original RTT process we obtain the vector K i _ where j E ' {on. off} represents the state of the Markov chain underlying the RTT process.
-We get the transition probabilities of the Markov chain modulating the R1T process as follows:
where { ( i . j ) : i # j} E {on. off}. X,, is the number of wansitions between on-off (resp. off-on) states. and iVi is the total number of RlT samples occurred during state i .
-The steady-state probabilities are computed as:
where i E {on. off}_ N, is the number of samples of the RTT process during state i. and NRTT is the number of samples of the RTT process.
-Finally. we compute 3 as in (6)then we calculate the throughput in [bpsl as: where B = 1000 bytes is the size of TCP packets and. as abovei E {on. off}.
TO compute each point in the following figures, the same simulation is run M times with different seeds. the throughput is computed for each run, and it is finally averaged over M . We consider a value of A I = 50 in our simulations. As an example. we show in Table I the 95% confidence intervals for the Markov approach for AI = 50. Since confidence intervals are small enough. M = 50 is well justified. lossesls and X = & lossesls. Each point in the plot corresponds to the average throughput computed for the corresponding ON-OFF period lengths. The x-axis represents the average duration of ON and OFF periods. For all cases. the ON and OFF periods are set to the same average durations. The plot labelled as "Fixed" represents the case when the mean RTT value is only considered for throughput computation. The plot labelled as "Variable" represents the case when the whole RlT distribution is considered but not the correlation. and the plot labelled as "Markov" graphs the correlated case. For all cases, the Newreno version of TCP was considered.
The first thing we conclude from our simulation results is that considering delay variability (Variable and Markov cases) leads to a higher throughout than in the case when only the average delay is considered (the Fixed case). The second remark is that the real TCP throughput computed from measurements is closer to the Variable and Markov cases than the Fixed case. This indicates that our model is able to provide a better approximation of TCP throughput than existing models which only consider the mean delay. Note how. starting from ON-OFF period lengths of 20 seconds. the Markov approach is the nearest to the real measured throughput.
VII. C o N c L u s r o x
We presented in this paper a model for an AIMD mechanism that accounts for delay variability. The model is based on stochastic difference equations. We solved this model for the moments of the window size in the stationary re,' elme as well as for the throughput lor the case of i.i.d. and Markov correlated round-trip times. We then studied the dependence of the throughput on delay variability. Our main analytical result was that the throughput of an AIMD mechanism increases when the delay becomes mnre variable.
In our analysis. we covered two AIMD versions. The first one divides its window in a lossy round-trip time by a constant which is independent of the number oflosses. This mechanism models the new versions of TCP I Newrenn and SACK.
We also considered another AIMD mechanism that divides .its window by a constant for each loss event. This latter mechanism models the Keno version of TCI?
We validated our analytical results with ns-2 simulations.
We can summarize our conclusions from the numerical validation as follows:
. A model that only considers the mean RTT underestimates the iota1 thrnughput of TCP.
. A model that accounts for the distribution of RlT hut not the correlation (i.e. Equation ('IO)) is more accurate than the model that replaces RTT by its mean.
.-The Markov model that takes into account dso the correlation is the mnst accurate among the class of models we considered. We may expect further accuracy to be obtained by using a higher order Markov chain (with more than two states).
